Intelligent Matching

About Intelligent Matching Function

 Recommend corresponding exhibitors and booths based on the industry of the enterprise or the industry of interest, and
supported by AI algorithm model.
 Push the hot exhibits through the big data analysis on user visits, views and favorites.
 Increase the exposure of exhibitors and their exhibits, to meet the procurement requirements of the buyer
 Set the labels of interest, intelligently match the exhibitors, booths and exhibits, to enhance users’ experience.
 The exhibitor may reinforce its competitiveness to obtain more recommendations through such operation mode as modifying
the pages of exhibitor, booth and exhibits.
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Entry of Enterprises’ Labels of Interest Page (WEB)

Step 1: After the registration, the enterprise shall choose its industry in completing enterprise information.
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Entry of Enterprises’ Labels of Interest (WEB)

Step 2: After choosing its industry, the enterprise
shall choose the labels of interest based on the
industry

of

interest,

so

as

to

obtain
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recommendation on targeted business opportunities.

Recommend quality exhibitor and booth supported
by AI algorithm model
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Entry of Enterprises’ Labels of Interest Page (APP)

Step 1: After the registration, the enterprise shall choose
its industry in completing enterprise information.
Step 2: After choosing its industry, the enterprise shall
choose the labels of interest based on the industry of

interest, so as to obtain the recommendation on targeted
business opportunities. Recommend quality exhibitor and
booth supported by AI algorithm model
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View Intelligent Pushes of Labels of Interest (WEB)

The registered enterprises may log in to the
official website of the CIFTIS, and click
[Cloud Exhibition] for viewing

Recommend corresponding exhibitors and booths based on the industry of the
enterprise or the industry of interest, and supported by AI algorithm model.

Push the hot exhibits through the big data analysis on user visits,
views and favorites.
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View Intelligent Pushes of Labels of Interest (APP)

The registered enterprises may log in to the official website of the CIFTIS, and click [Exhibition] for viewing

Recommend corresponding

exhibitors and booths based on
the industry of the enterprise or
the industry of interest, and
supported by AI algorithm model.

Push the hot exhibits through
the big data analysis on user
visits, views and favorites.

